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About This Game

An unсommon puzzle game with a story!
This game is about the brave adventurer Archaeologist John, who explores ancient ruins all around the world. You will see a
series of fascinating puzzles - clamping plates, closed doors, teleports and death traps make the entangled mazes even more
difficult.
You will need full power of your intellect to collect all the treasures and find the ancient artifacts before the insidious villain
Hans von Typischerbösewicht!
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Features:
Braincracking puzzles - for those who know how to work with his head, not with the spinal cord.
Rare gameplay - the character can move vertically or horizontally, but only from wall to wall at a time. For those who are
tired of the endless clones of clones of clones and dreams of trying something new.
Adventure story - humorous comments of the protagonist will not let you get bored and rest after another intense level.
Locations around the world - search for treasures in deserts of Egypt, explore the ruins of medieval Europe. There is
different scenery, different story and different reward in each chapter.
All the sceneries are hand painted and detailed with love.
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Title: Maze Of Adventures
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
OCP, Yuri Chuchmay
Publisher:
OCP
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2018
b4d347fde0

English,Russian
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MOTHER ♥♥♥♥ING,
Fallout and Minecraft had sex THEN had a baby
And then was adopted and raised by ♥♥♥♥ing dark souls and got injected with like 20 ♥♥♥♥ing steroids.
Thus you have the blood bath MMO survival known as Girl Amazon Survival.. This is a cute and chill game! Pleasant way to
spend an evening.. I really enjoyed this game. The production values are very high, particularly the graphics--the backgrounds in
particular are nothing short of impressive. Somebody put a lot of love into all of them, and even seemingly throwaway areas
you'll probably never seem more than once or tiwce are meticulously detailed.
Obviously, though, the story and characters are the important part, and all of them were great. The story is well paced and keeps
moving along, hitting all the right notes of letting you spend enough time with the characters to get to know them, but not at the
expense of belaboring things or dragging on too long.
In short, I thought it was pretty great. Easily among the top visual novels I've experienced, and I'd comfortably recommend it to
any fan of the genre.. It's a cute little game if people that don't have and this is a good game as a sub games like Dead realm and
dead by daylight with 10 bears agasisnt the enemy monster. instead of going on think if you have played tips but build-ups. With
game needs to be more developed and actually have updates this game has so much potential with adding new modes or maps
they need to save this game from just being a game that arrived in store has a large player count still they can't ruin it play it
with friends. (RECOMMENDED). This is a game that has lots of potential. I am really the digging the story and the artwork is
great. The rpg combat however is very unbalanced. Fighting regular enemies seem like boss fights...I do enjoy the challenge
especially the boss fight at the end. I highly suggest you fix the accuracy percentages cause I miss alot even when I aim just for
the body...Also I wish there was a leveling system and a menu slot to view your character's stats. Adair just a little too weak his
attack power and defense needs to go up just a little.. Even as an early release it is solid overall. Excellent character sprites, good
sound tracks, no hentai tentacle monsters from the 4th dimension. The character dialogue leaves much to be desired imo but
nevertheless it's not like the stuff you'll find in fanfiction.net. Jokes aside the interactions are nice and I can't wait so see the rest
of the story unfold.
The fact you have the creator soloing this speaks volumes of his/her talent. Tbh it's nice to play these sorts of games and not feel
like you're alone. You get spaceship buddies that can actually fight back!
Currently I'd give this game in it's current state a 9.69/10
. Best way to play this is to move all of your body. Simple but amazing.. Everything advertised. Good fun, at a good price.. Why
buy it ?
- Oyari Ashito char design
- Occult magic / druid / astronomy
- Nicely done story. my game doesnt even work like at least test it and then release it
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Instant Dungeon! is a pixelated show of purely random adventure. You can quickly start up the game, select what type of
adventure you want to have and start delving into an endless stream of dungeons. There are plenty of different game modes,
ranging from easy to insane!
For such a simple game, just pac-man with power-ups and more monsters than just ghosts, it can be challenging and frustrating.
But most of all, it can be fun. Running around avoiding zombies until you get a scroll so you can blast them with a fireball and
make a dash to the exit is always satisfying in this game!
Even if you lost the game and die, it will start you off in a brand new dungeon for you to explore so you don’t even have to go
back to the main menu, as long as you don’t mind playing the same game mode again. The only bad part about this is that each
dungeon looks identical to the last one, just with slightly different layouts. The graphics are charming enough but after a few
rounds you wish all of the walls didn’t look so similar.
One of the biggest things about Instant Dungeon! is that it is a very classic-style dungeon crawler. Simple graphics and simple
gameplay. To really round out the classic feel, you have got to play it with a controller or joystick of some kind; it just feels
perfect when you do!
But for such a small procedural game, it does a pretty good job with the generation. There are no dead ends that would allow
you to get cornered by a single bad guy, although if two came at you then you might be in trouble. Even the music in this game
is procedurally generated so you have new beats to listen to each time you boot it up.
A vast array of enemies, powerups, and game modes keeps the game interesting. For $2 this classic arcade dungeon crawler is a
steal! It’s a good time waster when you have a few minutes to waste away and want a great distraction!
My rating for Instant Dungeon! - 7/10. I like it! Picking the stories, headlines and substance of the articles while balencing
political sides is fun.. Lags extremely badly on my computer, I'm not sure what the deal is, but lowering the graphics all the way
down does not fix it.
I have a clean install of the latest amd drivers on my RX 580, I'm using a Ryzen 3 1300x with 8gb of DDR4 at 3200mhz, the
game is installed on an Adata 250gb ssd, and I made sure to close all unnecessary background apps. At the moment I cannot
recommend it to anybody that doesn't have a top spec pc, because the lag makes it unplayable, even when I use the oculus tray
tools to force it to render at 0.7x the native resolution. Save Halloween has vibrant graphics ! The haunted house is fun to
decorate and looks great! Backgrounds of the levels are eye appealing! There's even Bosses to confront. The game has a relaxed
and timer mode. Fun to Play!. Early Access Watcher Reviews Death's Hangover
Update Version: Full Release
Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer during the Early Access Release.
Gameplay Footage: Warning: Complete Play-through so story spoilers expected.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tnn6Ss00dcE
Retro Army Limited returns to the gaming scene following the release of their previous 90's style fighting game, Verdict Guilty.
This time around the studio decided to utilize the Early Access platform to develop Death's Hangover and finally exited the
program with a satisfying Breakout iteration. Fans of Retro Army's cut-scenes and brand of humor will find them intact while
veterans of the genre will discover a unique twist to the formula. I was skeptic when I first played it in early access, but I am
happy to report the game is functional with just a few small hiccups. The only issue I have yet to determine is if the price
matches what is on offer. That is what I plan to do today.
The intro establishes the ultimate goal for the game, but nothing really gets explained until the final stage of the two possible
endings. Death is the driving force behind the assignment of retrieving his souls and is constantly appearing to Andy and Bob to
offer words of encouragement without disclosing anything behind the dilemma. Cut-scenes also appear during each stage to
show how far along Andy is to discovering the truth behind Death's request (with Bob acting as more of a comic relief). Little
hints are placed throughout each stage as too what is going on, but the only hard evidence gets presented during the stage in the
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throne room. It is a nonsensical plot with very little pay off, but it adds more to the comedic style of the developer and at least
provides closure to the why and how of Death's apparent hangover.
Speaking of comedy, fans of Retro Army's previous title Super Trench Attack might find some enjoyment in the low brow,
dark humor. I didn't find myself laughing at the jokes, but I was pleased with the sarcastic nature of Death's commentary. On
the visual front, everything has a low resolution pixelated style with small sprites for the creeps. The stages are varied with a
different box appearance and monster type for each area. Some areas include unique game mechanics such as breakable border
blocks and running water to mess with the direction the ball is heading. Music is not too shabby, but it can get repetitive after
awhile. As a full package, these parts blend together in a competent manner to produce a decent experience that isn't rough on
the eyes.
Dracula's castle is essentially divided into floors with multiple stages populating each floor. Before the Breakout segments can
be accessed, a short, linear 2D adventure mode must be completed. They contain a very simple set of rooms that require certain
actions to reach the end, some that include hazards that can eliminate the player and any power ups they were holding. It is not
possible to skip these or the cut-scenes that play out during the course of the game, so for anyone seeking a pure Breakout
experience might be disappointed. Each stage provides six levels during the Breakout portions and include a creep fight, a soul
retrieval segment and a boss fight to top it off. Stages can be dealt with rather quickly and a full play-through can last about an
hour depending on how many keys were collected to access more stages. The game requires multiple play-throughs to collect all
the souls and certain stages cannot be accessed on certain paths, so there is some replay-ability to the game.
The ball and bat segments will feel at home to anyone who has played the genre before, except this time the focus is on
breaching a door located in the room to progress rather than eliminating all the boxes. Some boxes are invincible, others move to
prevent passage of the ball and plenty of them break to reward the player with goodies. The breakable boxes hold gems that
provide points toward a new life, keys to unlock other areas, souls, and one of seven available power ups to aid in storming the
castle. Any power can be upgraded to a second level and provide a useful ability from passing through any objects, grabbing the
ball on bounce back and a couple of projectile based powers that help when dealing with the creeps. Two power ups can be held
at any given time, one of which is placed on reserve and will always change if another power up is picked up. Should a player
lose a life, the active ability is lost, but the one on reserve is still available for immediate use.
Some of the special features of the game do stand out from other titles in this genre. The ball has two passive abilities that slow
the ball down or speed it up. This offers some very useful tactical approaches to dealing with tight corners made by creeps and
the ability to stall for a block to move. Once a player dies, there is an option to restart the stage or take a chance at the Cheat
Death wheel to restart at the last area played. It is a gamble that either rewards a game over or the spot back at the previous area
with one of the seven power ups. It is an interesting concept that makes fighting bosses a little more forgiving. Boss fights have
their own distinct looks and incorporate the environment to their advantage. Some share similar abilities such as fireballs or
lightning, but they function differently depending on their health. Aside from the three levels of difficulty, there is a 2 player
mode and a level editor for basic level designs. Controller support is also present, but it only recognizes the Xbox360 controller.
I was pleased to see that issues involving game crashes were dealt with before the final release, but there are still a couple of
issues I noticed during the course of my adventure. When a boss fight finishes, the player must retrieve the ball to avoid a death.
On certain occasions, the ball would pass through the mattress if it was too close to the entrance located on the side of the wall.
Some souls are trapped behind very narrow wall gaps and the ball can end up getting stuck inside the area with no hope of
getting out. Outside of these two issues, the game ran like a dream with very short loading times.
Satisfying game-play, replay-ability, decent visuals and a forgiving difficulty were enough to keep me playing after my first two
ventures through that Bastard Dracula's castle. I would normally reserve this kind of title to a discount ranking, but I can see
someone getting their money's worth at full price. I am glad to see another game properly use the Early Access program for its'
intended purpose and come out looking better than ever. Retro Army continues to push forward in another genre and I
encourage anyone to try out the demo to see if their spin on Breakout is to your liking.

Pros
- Varied stage designs with accompanied creeps and boss fight
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- Plenty of secret rooms and alternate paths to allow decent replay-ability
- Interesting mechanics and useful power ups
- Difficult, but fair
- Cut-scenes and general look were decent
Neutral
- Humor was hit or miss, but it is all based on personal taste
- Music was alright, but repetitive due to placement
Cons
- A few bugs, but nothing game breaking. waisted 3 hours of my life playing this game trying to have a kid... to find out that it's
not possible to have a kid. I over all enjoyed the game it self but the fact that i can't have a kid when it says i can is
disappointing. But for 5 dollars it's not that bad of a game 7/10. This is a challanging classic arcade game, featuring fun
characters. One of the challenges is that you can't just go straight through the game, You need to explore and learn as well as try
things that are not obvious.
Devblog 02/01/2018:
Greetings, friends
We want to tell you about what has been done recently. We will be glad to receive your feedback and comments!

1) New interface sprites.. Game updated // Devblog 06/23/2018:
Greetings, friends!
We've started our summer sale on Steam! We will be glad to see new players! And now the latest news about the development.

1) New levels. Weeklong deal and game update!:
Greetings, friends!
Game updated on Steam! And we’ll make a weekly discount from April 30! Add to wishlist, so you will never miss it.
And for now here’s a devblog for past two weeks.
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1) New levels. Some new levels from the game, over which we worked this week.:
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. Devblog 04/14/2018:
Greetings, friends!
Here’s the fresh devblog with news for the past week. We are waiting for your opinion in the comments!

1) The new puzzle. Game updated!:
Greetings, friends!
The game was updated on Steam. We ask all to download and evaluate it. We need your opinion!

1) List of changes. Devblog 03/17/2018:
Greetings, friends!
Firstly, we ask you to help us with the the development. All those who have already tried the game, please leave feedback in any
convenient way:
Steam page
Facebook [www.facebook.com]
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VK [vk.com]
What did you like? What more needs to be done? Maybe you have any ideas? Or do you just want to wish good luck?
Write about it! It is not difficult for you, but it will help us greatly in our work!

1) Game levels backgrounds
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